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Two topics were studied during the year:
1. Interaction of domain wall motion with elementary
excitations, and the resulting damping and instability
mechanisms.
2. Self-organized criticality. Some further consolidation of
this concept for large magnetic systems was achieved.
Then, studies were begun to establish the minimum
complexity a physical system must have if S.O.C. behavior
is to result.
Under heading 1, we had previously used the theory of kink motion in
interaction with elementary excitations to establish that the velocity
of a ferromagnetic domain wall would be limited by emission and/or
amplification of spin wave excitations. The limiting wall velocity is
very nearly equal to the speed of the particular spin wave whose group
and phase velocities are equal. When the driving field is large enough
to induce this limiting velocity, the system achieves a "fixed point",
a state in which a group of non-synchronous spin-waves is excited to a
high, non-thermal level. When the driving field is further increased
beyond a certain threshold, this fixed point goes unstable. A new fixed
point is reached, at which the wall velocity has an oscillatory
component added to its mean value. This work constituted the thesis
subject of a student (Djemoui Bouzidi), who received his Ph.D. degree
during the past year. The part dealing with velocity saturation was
published in Phys. Rev. Letters in November, 1990.
The more recent
results on wall oscillations have been submitted to Phys. Rev. B.
Under heading 2, we are trying to determine what physical aspects
of a system can lead to self-organized criticality (S.O.C.).
Even
though the concept appears to be very successful in at least two welldefined areas (earthquake statistics, and large, magnetically ordered
systems) the reasons are unclear. The simplest algorithms used in their
description assume that the systems get stuck in "only just" metastable
states, but do not explain why. During the latter half of the past year
we have been attempting to answer this question by studying the
coalescence of domain walls in an applied magnetic field.
Such
coalescences occur in experiment by Westervelt, and they appear to
terminate in states displaying S.O.C.
Up to now, we have treated only a one-dimensional version:
reduction of winding number of a spiral sequence of Block-walls.
So
far, we find that, starting from an unstable initial state, the final
stable is not "only just" stable, although it is far from the ground
state. This could be due to the low dimensionality of this model. In
any case, our next task is to determine what further complexity must be
introduced to result in S.O.C.

